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Absfracf-In a fully centralized transaction processing system, all 
transaction input messages are  shipped to the central system, where 
the transaction is processed, and output messages are  sent back to the 
terminal; hence, the centralized system has this communications over- 
head and delay regardless of geographical locality of reference. On the 
other hand, the performance of a fully distributed system depends crit- 
ically on the number of remote data accesses by a transaction; the per- 
formance of the distributed system is better than the centralized system 
if the number of remote data accesses per transaction is small, but is 
much worse otherwise. In this paper a hybrid system structure is ex- 
amined that consists of distributed systems to take advantage of local- 
ity of reference, and a central system to handle transactions that access 
nonlocal data. We note that several transaction processing applications 
such as reservation systems, insurance, and banking have such re- 
gional locality of reference. A concurrency and coherency control pro- 
tocol is described that maintains the integrity of the data and has good 
performance for transactions that access local or  nonlocal data. I t  is 
shown that the performance of the hybrid system is much less sensitive 
to the fraction of remote accesses than the distributed system, and offers 
similar performance to the distributed system for local transactions. 

Index Terms-Concurrency control, data replication, distributed 
databases, performance analysis, transaction processing. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
RADITIONALLY, transaction processing systems T have consisted of a large central computer complex 

connected to the user terminals by a computer network. 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in a 
geographically distributed database approach, in which the 
databases are partitioned and distributed among regional 
processing systems, and some “request shipping” mech- 
anism is provided to support the access of data in a non- 
local database partition [5], [ 131, [ 151, [22], [24]. There 
are a number of tradeoffs between the two approaches 191. 
In this paper we examine a hybrid system, consisting of 
both distributed systems and a central complex, and we 
attempt to provide the best features of both approaches 
for environments where there is significant locality of ref- 
erence. Several transaction processing applications such 
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as reservation systems, banking, and insurance exhibit 
such locality of reference. 

A number of factors have motivated interest in the dis- 
tribution of the data and computing power [12]. As the 
size of the database and the volume of processing in- 
creases, the capacity of a single system may be exceeded, 
and thus the processing needs to be distributed between 
two or more systems. These systems may be collocated 
in the same machine room, and linked by a high speed 
network, thus extending the centralized approach. Alter- 
natively, the system may be geographically distributed and 
interconnected by a long haul network. In the centralized 
approach, at least one input message must be sent to the 
central complex across the network, followed by process- 
ing at the central site, and return messages across the net- 
work. In the distributed system, the input and output mes- 
sages can be local to the distributed system, allowing a 
potential reduction in communications delay and cost. 
However, data required by a transaction may not be avail- 
able locally, and it may be necessary to obtain the re- 
quired data from a remote system. Further, if the database 
needs to be updated, then every system involved in an 
update must participate in transaction commit processing 
[ 7 ] ,  which also requires the exchanging of messages be- 
tween systems. These communications during the pro- 
cessing of the transaction for the distributed system may 
overshadow the communications needed to communicate 
input and output data to the user in the centralized sys- 
tems. Thus, the tradeoff between the approaches in terms 
of communications cost depends critically on whether 
transactions, originating at a computer of the distributed 
system, largely refer to and update data available locally. 
In [9] it was shown that there is a cross-over in the re- 
sponse time of the two approaches as the number of re- 
mote calls per transaction increases. The distributed sys- 
tem may offer a small improvement in response time if 
the number of remote calls per transaction is small, but 
will have a much poorer response time in many other 
cases. The cross-over point depends on several factors, 
including the communications delay and overhead, data 
contention level, and the average number of systems in 
commit processing. At high contention levels and typical 
communications delays, the number of remote calls must 
be very small for the distributed approach. Hence, the ap- 
plication must be very stable in this respect, since a small 
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increase in the remote calls could make the system un- 
stable. 

Given these tradeoffs between the distributed and cen- 
tralized approaches, we consider the hybrid system that 
has distributed computer systems to take advantage of lo- 
cality of reference, and a central system to handle trans- 
actions that access global data. In Section I1 we describe 
the hybrid system protocols, and qualitatively examine 
their potential. Section I11 describes a model for compar- 
ing the approaches. Results and further discussion appear 
in Section IV, and concluding remarks in Section V. 

11. HYBRID SYSTEM PROTOCOLS AND QUALITATIVE 
COMPARISON 

The scenario that we examine is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
We assume that user work-stations or terminals are con- 
nected to geographically distributed computer systems. 
This may be a local or metropolitan area network. The 
distributed systems in turn are connected to a central com- 
puting complex through a long-haul communications net- 
work. We compare this to a purely distributed system, 
without the central complex, and to a purely centralized 
system, in which the distributed computer systems are re- 
placed by communications concentrators. In this section 
we first describe a control protocol for the hybrid system, 
and then qualitatively compare the approaches. 

A .  Control Protocol 
The control protocol of the hybrid system is critical to 

its performance. Without a good protocol, the perfor- 
mance can be worse than either a purely distributed or a 
purely centralized system. We distinguish two types of 
transactions. Class A transactions are purely local, and do 
not need any data from any other site. The second class 
B of transactions need to access nonlocal data. We as- 
sume that with some preprocessing it is possible to iden- 
tify the class of a transaction. To preserve the advantage 
of distributed systems, we would like to run class A trans- 
actions on the local system. In order to improve the sta- 
bility of the system, we assume that class B transactions 
(rather than database calls) are shipped to the central sys- 
tem in their entirety. Thus, under the hybrid system pro- 
tocol, a class A transaction will be referred to as a local 
transaction and a class B transaction as central transac- 
tion. (Our analysis is restricted to single inputhingle out- 
put class of transactions.) 

First, we observe that a class B transaction running at 
the central site should be able to principally access data 
local to the central site, otherwise its performance would 
be worse than that of the distributed system. This means 
that (at least some) data at the local systems must be rep- 
licated at the central system. Second, it should be possible 
to commit class A (purely local) transactions without 
waiting for communications with the central site; other- 
wise, the commit communications delay would make it 
preferable to ship the entire transaction to the central site, 
eliminating the advantage of the distributed system. This 
means that when data that is replicated at the central and 
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Fig. 1 .  Hybrid system structure. 

distributed site is updated at the distributed site, the up- 
date must be propagated asynchronously to the central 
site. That is, a class A transaction at a local site commits 
without waiting for a communication to the central site, 
and the update at the central site is done later. Conse- 
quently, the data at the central and distributed sites are 
not always coherent, and the control protocol must ensure 
that transactions use consistent data. Since the central sys- 
tem obtains updates from local systems asynchronously, 
a transaction running at the central system cannot commit 
until the protocol ensures that there is no concurrent up- 
date at a distributed system. 

The protocol is as follows. As stated above, the data- 
base is partitioned among the distributed systems, and is 
replicated at the central site; each distributed system is 
concurrency control master for its database partition. 
Class A transactions (identified after preprocessing) ac- 
cess data entirely from the system’s database partition, 
and make local lock requests for data required (shared or 
exclusive mode). The lock manager maintains two fields 
for each lock-a concurrency control field (shared or ex- 
clusive) and a coherency control field (used to maintain 
coherence of data between distributed and central sites). 
The concurrency control field is used with usual locking 
protocols to ensure that compatible lock requests are 
granted and that incompatible lock requests are queued. 
The coherence control field is used to maintain a count of 
outstanding responses (see below) and is initially set to 
zero. At transaction commit point, the share or exclusive 
lock indicated in the concurrency control field is released 
by the transaction (transactions queued on the entity can 
then be granted the lock); further, the coherence field 
count of the lock is incremented for updates to indicate a 
pending response from the central site. Asynchronously, 
a message is sent to the central site indicating the locks 
released by the transaction, and a copy of the blocks up- 
dated by the transaction is sent along with this message. 
When the central site responds that it has processed the 
message (as detailed below) the coherence field pending 
message count is decremented. Meanwhile the local 
transaction completes without waiting for this message to 
be sent or response received, and thus provides good re- 
sponse time for purely local transactions. Further, another 
local transaction can lock and update the data, increment 
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the coherence count and send another asynchronous up- 
date message to the central site before the acknowledg- 
ment from the first message is received. These asynchro- 
nous messages may also be batched to reduce the 
overheads involved. Note however, that the communica- 
tions protocol must ensure that these asynchronous mes- 
sages are delivered and processed at the central site in the 
order that they were originated. If the communication 
mechanism itself does not ensure this, then a higher level 
protocol must ensure that if a transaction commits and has 
locks on items with nonzero coherence count, then (al- 
though the transaction can commit) the asynchronous 
messages to the central site are queued until the previous 
messages to the central site are acknowledged. 

Class B transactions are shipped to the central site where 
they access (replicated) data locally. At the central site, 
local locks are used for concurrency control among trans- 
actions running at the central site. However, as described 
above, transactions at the distributed site may concur- 
rently use and update data, that is propagated asynchro- 
nously to the central site. When the central site receives 
a message from the distributed sites indicating locks ob- 
tained and updates, any locks at the central site on the 
data are invalidated (transactions holding these locks are 
marked for abort), the data is updated and an acknowl- 
edge is sent back to the distributed site. At transaction 
commit time, the central site checks if the transaction has 
been marked for abort due to invalidated locks held; if 
not, the central site simultaneously sends, to all the sites 
that are masters of the data locked, a list of the locks and 
mode required along with a copy of the block updated by 
the transaction. The distributed sites examine the lock sta- 
tus (both concurrency and coherency); if the locks re- 
quested are compatible and if the coherency control status 
is null (i.e., no in-flight asynchronous updates to the data) 
then the locks are granted, otherwise a negative acknowl- 
edge is sent to the central site. If the central site acquires 
all locks at the distributed sites for the transaction, it 
checks to ensure that the acquired locks were not invali- 
dated by asynchronous updates at distributed sites, and 
then it sends a commit message to all the involved sites; 
if not, it reexecutes the transaction and repeats the pro- 
cess. When the distributed sites receive the commit mes- 
sage, the database is updated and the locks corresponding 
to the transaction at the central site are released. 

The above protocol is readily understood by noting that 
concurrency control among transactions at the same site 
is done using locking, while an optimistic concurrency 
control is used for managing concurrency control between 
transactions running at the local and central sites. We note 
that the advantage of optimistic type concurrency control 
for intersite concurrency control is also discussed in [2]. 
In our protocol, conflicts among transactions running at 
the same site result in a wait until the lock on the conflict- 
ing data item is released. Conflicts between transactions 
running at the local and central sites results in aborts of 
the centrally running transaction. The details of the pro- 
tocol as stated above are principally to ensure that con- 

flicts between local and centrally running transactions are 
correctly detected, and the conflicting central transaction 
aborted. Essentially, at the end of its execution, a central 
transaction may abort either due to an asynchronous mes- 
sage received from a local site that indicates a conflicting 
access by a committed local transaction, or at commit time 
when it communicates with the local sites that are masters 
of the data that it accessed and determines that a conflict 
occurred. In the latter case there are two possibilities that 
cause aborts: 1) a locally running transaction is holding a 
conflicting lock on the data, or 2) a local transaction has 
committed and is in the process of asynchronously in- 
forming the central site of the update. The former possi- 
bility is easily determined, while the latter possibility is 
determined by keeping track of a pending update to the 
central site, as detailed above. 

In the above we assumed that an incoming transaction 
is preprocessed to determine whether it is of class A or 
B. In some applications this determination is straightfor- 
ward. For instance, in a banking application, the user ac- 
count number can be used for this determination, or in an 
airline reservation system, the flight number, or the policy 
number for an insurance application. The hybrid system 
is particularly suited to applications with significant re- 
gional locality, as in the above cases, where the deter- 
mination of the class of the transaction is relatively easy. 
Such preprocessing with some simple estimation can also 
be used for load sharing, in that class A transactions could 
be shipped to the central site in case the local site is over- 
loaded due to system dynamics [3]. The protocol as stated 
above stipulates that all aborts of central transactions oc- 
cur only at commit point, i.e., transactions are not aborted 
as soon as possible. In [26] it is shown that with reason- 
ably large database buffers so that data read in from sec- 
ondary store during the first run of a transaction is avail- 
able in the buffer during the rerun of a transaction, 
aborting a transaction at commit point rather than imme- 
diately is preferable. Therefore, the protocol is stated and 
analyzed for aborts at commit point, although the speci- 
fication and analysis is easily modified for immediate 
aborts of transactions [26]. 

B. Qualitative Comparison 
There are a number of tradeoffs between the purely cen- 

tralized, the fully distributed and the hybrid approaches. 
For class A transactions, the processing will be done at 
the local site in the cases of the hybrid system and the 
distributed system, thus incurring no communications de- 
lay whereas in the centralized system, a round trip com- 
munications delay is incurred for shipping the transaction 
to the central site for processing. While class A transac- 
tions for the hybrid system do not wait for communica- 
tions to the central site, updates by these transactions are 
asynchronously propagated to the central site, incurring 
communications and processing overheads. Furthermore, 
in the hybrid system coherency could cause aborts of class 
B transactions at the central site. 

Next consider Class B transactions. There is no distinc- 
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tion between class B and class A transactions in a cen- 
tralized system. In the fully distributed system, a remote 
database call has to be issued to access a nonlocal data- 
base for class B transactions. One issue is that of concur- 
rency control. Each system owns a partition of the data- 
base and provides concurrency control for the partition it 
owns. It obtains locks for all data in its partition; thus 
granting of locks is localized to this system. However 
locks are held during all communications for remote data 
access, update, and commit processing, whereas in the 
centralized system no locks are held while the user input 
or output data is communicated to the central complex. 
This gives rise to larger data contention for the distributed 
system, particularly important at high contention levels. 
In the hybrid system, the class B transaction is shipped to 
the central site. Since there are two copies of the data- 
base, an optimistic approach is adopted for concurrency 
control at the central site to reduce frequencies of com- 
munications while confirmation on locks is done at com- 
mit time. Compared to the distributed system, the com- 
munications delay during a transaction for remote data 
access and update is eliminated but the commit process 
may be more complex and takes somewhat longer. The 
saving in lock holding time can be substantial as the num- 
ber of remote calls per transaction in the distributed sys- 
tem increases. However, in the hybrid environment class 
B transactions can get aborted and require reexecution. 

Another issue is the small system effect [8]. As the pro- 
cessing is spread across multiple sites, each computer sys- 
tem may be relatively small. This would mean that a 
transaction would take longer to run because of the slower 
processors; further, since resources would be held for a 
longer time, the data contention would be larger. This is 
in contrast to centralized system which has the opportu- 
nity of employing large processors. Hybrid systems can 
at least use a larger processor at the central site than fully 
distributed systems. Furthermore, load balancing is easier 
to manage in the centralized system or the central system 
in the hybrid system than for the distributed system or the 
local system in the hybrid system. 

An important performance issue is that of the sensitiv- 
ity of system performance to workload parameters, since 
there could be changes in the workload for the same ap- 
plication. Also the systems may need to support applica- 
tions with significantly different characteristics in the 
future. The distributed system is particularly sensitive to 
the fraction of remote cells, whereas the hybrid system 
alleviates this problem, as we will see in the next section. 

111. METHODOLOGY 
The methodology described below is used to evaluate 

the transaction response times and processor utilizations 
for distributed, centralized and hybrid systems. For an eq- 
uitable comparison, each system is subject to the same 
total transaction rate, and required to meet the same (pa- 
rameterized) response time bound. An approximate ana- 
lytical model is developed to evaluate the transaction re- 
sponse time based on the MIPS and transaction charac- 

teristics derived from real workloads and assumed locality 
among transactions arriving on different systems. 

The methodology is an extension of earlier work for 
centralized database systems using locking reported in 
1231, [25] and distributed databases without replication 
also using locking [9]. This architecture has a more com- 
plicated concurrency control method with a combination 
of optimistic and pessimistic concurrency control, and in- 
cludes communications overheads and delays that impact 
contention. The approximation method has a similar fla- 
vor to the mean value analysis in [21] for locking in cen- 
tralized databases, using the steady state average values 
of variables rather than probability distributions of the 
variables. As in [25] we decompose the resource and data 
contention and capture their interaction using an iteration. 
A similar decomposition approach for optimistic concur- 
rency control in centralized systems has been reported in 
[26]. (A slightly different approach using a piecewise lin- 
ear model to capture resource contention is used in [6].) 
In [27], a class of hybrid optimistic concurrency control 
schemes which switch from the optimistic scheme to lock- 
ing during rerun is described and analyzed using the same 
approach. In most of the previous work, the interaction 
between data and resource contention is either ignored or 
the resource contention is not modeled, [14], [19], [ l l ] ,  
[lo], [2 11. Previous models of distributed databases using 
replication have either used a very simple read write model 
and ignored resource contention [4], [ 181 or have resorted 
to simulation [ 11, [2]. 

A .  Trace Analysis 
Many high volume database systems currently run on 

single systems. Can such high volume operations be sus- 
tained by using less total MIPS on a distributed or a hy- 
brid system? To answer this question, traces of transac- 
tion activity during periods of peak utilization were taken 
from two large single system installations running IBM’s 
IMS database system [20]. The first was an inventory parts 
database traced for 15 minutes, and the second was an on- 
line materials planning database system traced for 60 min- 
utes. Both traces lead to similar results. The results pre- 
sented in this paper are for the first trace. 

The probability of lock contention was found to be 
about 0.0038 per lock request by using the derived trace 
to drive a simulation of two coupled 14 MIPS systems, 
each subject to an average workload of 20 transactions per 
second. This lock contention probability is projected to 
other system configurations by the approximate analytical 
model presented below. 

B. The Model 
The approximate model used for a fully distributed and 

a purely centralized transaction processing system is the 
same model as that described in [9]. The model for the 
hybrid system is described below. At the end of the sec- 
tion, the differences between this model and the models 
for the fully distributed and centralized systems are given. 
As outlined in the scheme above, transactions at the local 
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site use locking and could contend with other transactions 
running locally and with transactions running at the cen- 
tral site that are in their commit phase. First, we look at 
the evaluation of the contention and abort probabilities of 
transactions running at the local site and central sites. A 
glossary of the notation used appears in Table I. 

As described in a previous section, transactions that run 
on a local site use locking for concurrency control. Trans- 
actions assigned to the central site use locking for con- 
currency control to resolve conflicts with other transac- 
tions running at the central site, and an optimistic method 
to resolve conflicts with transactions running on the local 
site. In essence, transactions running at the central site 
are aborted if they conflict with transactions running at 
any local site (we will see later that this is not strictly 
true). In this section, we develop the equations used to 
determine the probability of contention and abort. For ease 
of presentation, we make more assumptions than needed, 
and relax these assumptions in a sequence of steps. 

Because of the difference in the analysis of their re- 
sponse times, we distinguish three kinds of transactions: 
1) transactions assigned to run at local sites, with ex- 
pected response time denoted as RL, 2 )  newly arrived 
transactions assigned to the central site (that run for the 
first time), with response time denoted as R c l ,  and 3) 
transactions that run at the central site after being aborted 
at least once (rerun transactions) with expected response 
time denoted as RC2. RL, R C I ,  and RC2 denote only the 
portion of the transaction response time during which 
transactions could hold locks. All locks are assumed to be 
held until the end of the transaction. For the estimation 
of contention and abort probabilities, we are leaving out 
a fixed initial portion of the transaction response time, 
during which the transaction goes through a transaction 
set-up phase (during which no locks are held). A trans- 
action that is rerun at the central site after an abort is mod- 
eled to find all data referenced in its main memory. The 
difference between Rcl and RC2 is the I/O time. Another 
assumption is that locks are acquired uniformly during the 
portion of the response time defined above. Furthermore, 
all lock requests are assumed to be exclusive. General- 
ization to multiple lock mpdes like shared and exclusive 
is straightforward [2  1 1 ,  [ 2 8 ] .  

First we assume that communications between central 
and local systems and authentication at the local sites are 
instantaneous for the central transactions. It is possible to 
view the hybrid system concurrency control algorithm as 
one of pure locking with the modification that lock ac- 
quisitions by the local and central sites are not commu- 
nicated to each other until the transaction that acquired 
the lock is preparing to commit. Let us consider any par- 
ticular order of transactions running in a hybrid system. 
We want to estimate the total number of conflicts among 
transactions. If there were an oracle that observed the lock 
request arrivals at each local site and central site and com- 
municated them to each other, then every conflict could 
be translated to a lock contention. (This would be the pure 
locking scheme.) Among two conflicting transactions, one 

TABLE 1 
GLOSSARY OF NOTATION 

'franwction anival rate at cach distributed site 
\umber of dictrihutcd s\ stems 
Fraction of class A ( ~ O C ~ J  transactions 
Conflict probability for a central transaction 
Proh. of central trans. contention with another central transaction 
Prob. of central trans. contention nith a local transaction 
Proh. of central tram. contention with new central trans 
Proh. of central trans. contcntion with rerun central trans. 
Conflict prohahilit? for a local transaction 
Proh. of local trans. contention with a central transaction 
Prob. of local trans. contention with a local transaction 
Prob. of local trans. contention with new central trans. 
I'roh of local trans. contention with rerun central trans. 
I.ocal trans. lock contention proh. under hybrid s!stem protocol 
Central trans. lock contention pmb. under hlbnd s)stem protocol 
Prohahilit! of first a b r t  of central transaction 

Prohahilit! of ahort of a rerun central transaction 
Proh. of contention of B local trans. with a central trans. 
in its authentication phasc 
I'mb. that first abort is dctectrd before comm to local sites 
I'roh that subsequent ahort is detected before comm. to local sites 
:Average total local transaction response time 
Average local transaction response time whde holding locks 
Average (:PI' sen'icc and queuein time in R , L .  
Averdgc initial processing time in 8 
.Avcragc transaction application pro 
Averagc I 0 time in Hi, 
Average time pcr 1 0 
Averagc numher of I 0% per transaction 
A \ ~ a g c  initial I O s  pcr transaction 
A\eragc datahasc I O s  
Averagc time for n,,,,,., fo, 
Aterage timc for I I , , , , ] ~  I 0, 
Average time in lock contention wait in R,, 
Average central (shipped) tranwction response timc 
Averagc CPI: component in Rrr  for drtermining transaction 
t!pc and shipping transaction and result 
Average communication dela) in rhpping trans to ccntral site 
and getting thc results hack 
Awrage initial processing time in R I , .  
Average first N n  timc for central transaction whilc holding locks 
A ~ r a g e  second run timc for a central tranwction 
A\,. Comm. dela) between central and local site5 
A\,erap transaction application processing time in H, , 
Averagc timc in loch contention uait for central lran5. 
Yumbcr of locks pcr transaction 
Average tune lock held at local site h) central trans. 
in its authentication phasc 
Avg. pcriod during which locks arc acquired for 1st run centra! trans. 
Avcragc period during which no further central locks arc acquircd 
for 1st run central trans. 
Avg. pcriod during which lockr arc acquired for 2nd run central trani. 
Average pcnod dunng which no further central locks are acquired 
for 2nd run central trans 

er transacti~n 

TABLE I1 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION UNDER LOCKING 

would suspend and wait for the lock to be released, as 
summarized in Table 11. Let us first study the conflict 
probability in this environment with the oracle, and then 
map it back to the original environment. If the combined 
lock request pattern as seen by the oracle were to be sub- 
mitted to a single lock manager then the probability of 
contention per lock request could be projected _as below. 
We start from the lock contention probability P,, that is 
observed in the trace driven simulation _Of a centralized 
system, subject to a transaction rate of A. The expected 
response time, when holding locks, for transactions in the 
measured system is denoted as E .  Based on the asymptotic 
results of the analysis of Mitra and Weinberger [17] and 
Lavenberg [ 161 and the general results in [ 2 8 ] ,  we project 
lock contention to be directly proportional to 1) transac- 
tion rate per database, 2 )  number of locks/transaction to 
a database ( N L )  and 3) expected holding time for a lock 
as in [ 2 3 ] ,  [25 ] .  That is to say Fc = C ( A N L R / 2 ) ,  for 
some constant C. The term i ? / 2  is the expected lock hold- 
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ing time assuming that a transaction acquires locks uni- 
formly over the time that it holds locks. 

We define lock contention probability for a centrally 
running transaction P c .  CEN = PCEN. ,-EN + P c E N , L o c ,  where 
PcE,v , cEN is the probability that the transaction with which 
the conflict occurs (the current lock holder) is a centrally 
running transaction, while P c E N , L o c  is the probability of a 
similar conflict with a local transaction holding the lock 
desired. Similarly Pc.Loc is defined as the lock contention 
per lock request for a local transaction. Pc,Loc = 

+ P L o c . L o c ,  where P L o c , c E N  is the probability of conten- 
tion with a central transaction and P L o c , L o c  is the proba- 
bility of contention with another local transaction. We di- 
vide P L o c . c E N  into PLoc. CENl and P L o c . C E N 2 ,  as contention 
probabilities due to whether the central transaction, which 
held the lock and caused the contention, being a new 
transaction or a rerun transaction, respectively. 

Let N D s  be the number of local systems. Each local sys- 
tem has a local database and is subject to a transaction 
rate A. Of these transactions, a fraction pLoc executes lo- 
cally, thus offering a transaction arrival load of A (  1 - 
pLoc) N D s  at the central site. The central site has a copy 
of each database in the distributed systems. The transac- 
tions arriving at the central site are assumed to access the 
databases at the central site uniformly. Based on our as- 
sumptions about the growth in lock contention probabil- 
ity, we may write: 

pCEN. CEN = pCEN. CENl + pCEN. CEN2 

( 1 )  
Equation (1) is the sum of two product terms. In the first 
term, PCEN,CENl, the probability of contention with a new 
central transaction, A N D s (  1 - pLoc)  is the new transac- 
tion arrival rate at the central site. Each transaction makes 
NL lock requests per transaction. The execution time of a 
new transaction is Rcl . The second term, PCEN.CEN2 is the 
probability of contention with rerun transactions at the 
central site. We define pA as the probability that a central 
transaction aborts at the end of its first execution, and PA 
as the abort probability for any rerun transaction. Central 
transactions reexecute at the rate ANDs( 1 - pLOC)pA/( 1 

Similarly, we may write down the expression for cen- 
- P A ) .  

tral-local, local-central, and local-local conflicts as, 

( 2 )  
RL 

PCEN.LOC = CANDSPLOCNL - 2 

( 3 )  

( 5 )  

We now consider the hybrid system concurrency con- 
trol protocol (without the help of an oracle that has global 
information). Again we assume that the communications 
time between central and local systems and authentication 
at the local sites are instantaneous for the central trans- 
actions. As has been argued before, under the hybrid sys- 
tem protocol, a locally running transaction only contends 
with other locally running transactions. Centrally running 
transactions contend with other central transactions, and 
the conflicts between local and central transactions trans- 
late into aborts of the central transaction, as summarized 
in Table 111. In the hybrid system, we may write the local 
transaction lock contention probability, PL = P L o c , L o c ,  
and the central transaction lock contention probability, Pc 
- PCEN.CEN. 

Under the hybrid system protocol, the terms central- 
local conflict and local-central conflict have slightly dif- 
ferent meaning now without the help of an oracle. Con- 
flicts between central and local transactions are only de- 
tected at the end of the central transaction execution. 
Central transactions can get aborted for two types of sit- 
uations. One is that the locks requested by the authenti- 
cating central transaction is currently held by some local 
transaction. This is referred to as the central-local con- 
flict. The other is that the data items accessed by the cen- 
tral transactions have become obsolete. That is to say, 
they have been updated by some other local transaction. 
P L o c . c E N l  (respectively, PLOC.CEN2) now represents the 
probability that an update request from a committing local 
transaction can conflict with a new (respectively, rerun) 
central transaction. This is referred to as a local-central 
conflict since it has the same expression as before. (Note 
that the property that the transaction conflict expression is 
the same under either the locking or the optimistic con- 
currency control schemes is referred to as the conserva- 
tion property which is discussed in detail in [28].) The 
rate of local-central conflicts between local transactions 
and a new central transaction is PLOC.CEN~ N L A  N ~ s p L o c .  

These conflicts result in aborts, and are distributed over 
A N D s (  1 - pLoC)  new central transactions per second. 
Hence 

- 

PLOC 
P A  = PLOC.CEN~NL + PCEN.LOCNL ( 6 )  

( 1  - P L O C )  

where the second term is due to aborts caused by the au- 
thenticating central transaction requesting a lock, already 
held by a local transaction in an incompatible mode. Sim- 
ilarly, we can show that 

We now relax the assumption that authentication of 
central transactions is instantaneous. Assume that there is 
a finite communications delay RCoM between the central 
and local sites. First, note that no further locks are ac- 
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TABLE 111 
CONFLICT RESOLUTION UNDER H Y B R I D  SYSTEM PROTOCOL 

I Inch lloldcr I Central I x  I lacd Ix 1 
lock Requestor 1 I 

Central I x. 
lncal ‘I x. 

ICcntral Rcq SusFnd.1 (‘cntral Kcq. \bort. 
I Central Req ,Abort. I 1 ocal Req. Suspcnd. 

quired at the central site during this authentication phase. 
Thus Rcl consists of a time PI (the execution phase of the 
transaction) when locks at central sites are acquired, and 
a time y I  for authentication during which no further locks 
at central sites are acquired. Similarly, P 2  and y 2  can be 
defined for RC2. Next, let us assume that during authen- 
tication the central transaction will hold locks at the dis- 
tributed site for a time period RHOLD. ( R H O L D  includes a 
communications delay of 2RcoM, i.e., to and from the 
central site, and CPU time at central and local sites for 
communications and commit overheads.) Note that, of the 
centrally running transactions that abort, some abort be- 
cause of being informed from one of the local sites about 
the need to abort, and the others abort after they go into 
authentication phase and find out from one of the local 
systems that they have suffered a conflict. Let us assume, 
that for central transactions executing for the first time, 
the fraction of the first kind of abort is PGLl and the second 
kind is 1 - PGLI .  For rerun transactions at the central site, 
we will name these quantities P G L 2  and 1 - P G L 2 ,  respec- 
tively. It will be shown later how to estimate PGLl and 
PGLZ. Note that, of the aborting transactions, there is only 
a fraction that go to the local site for authentication. Thus 
y I  can be estimated as ( 1  - p G L I p A ) R H O L D .  Now, we es- 
timate the contention experienced by local transactions as 

COHER 
PL = PLOC.LOC + PLOC. CEN 9 

We are assuming that all central transactions going into 
authentication at all local sites will hold locks. Actually, 
if a conflict is detected at any local site, then the locks 
will not be held for the remaining of the authentication 
process. Hence, our estimate for local site lock contention 
is a slight over estimation. 

We now consider the effect of RCoM on computing the 
contention probabilities for PLoc,cENl in (3). The com- 
munications delay has the effect of increasing by 2 RcoM 
the interval during which local transaction updates cause 
the data accessed by a central transaction to become ob- 
solete. R c l / 2  is replaced by P l / 2  + 2RCoM. Similar 
changes apply to RC2 and the computation of PLOC.CEN2 in 
( 4 ) .  For P c E N , c E N I ,  the central lock held time, R c 1 / 2 ,  in 
( 1 )  is replaced by P I  / 2  + yI .  Similar changes applies to 

In order to estimate PGLI and PGL2,  let us again first 
ignore the communications delay. Consider a particular 

pCEN.CEN2. 

conflict between a central and a local transaction. Under 
the hybrid system concurrency control protocol, we be- 
come aware of conflicts only when the first of the two 
conflicting transactions prepares to commit. If the local 
transaction commits first then the central transaction does 
not need to go into the authentication phase with the local 
sites to find out that it needs to abort. (It gets aborted by 
the concurrency control manager at the central site upon 
requesting authentication.) On the other hand, if the cen- 
tral transaction requests commit first then the authentica- 
tion phase would be entered before the conflict was dis- 
covered. Let us focus on the conflict between a central 
(say new) and a local transaction. To be in conflict, their 
lock hold times on the same data item must overlap. Let 
us suppose that, on the average, a central lock is held 
between times (0, R c l / 2 ) .  (Note that the average lock 
holding time is one half of the execution time.) In order 
to complete first, the local transactions must request a lock 
on the same data item anytime between ( - R L / 2 ,  ( Rcl - 
R L ) / 2 ) ,  assuming a lock hold time of R L / 2 .  This “win- 
ning” interval is of length R c l / 2 .  Otherwise the central 
transaction finishes first. Approximately, the probability 
of a local transaction finishing first is the probability PGLl 

and is the ratio of the lock hold time of the central trans- 
action to the sum of the lock hold times of the local and 
central transactions, respectively. In order to estimate the 
probability we will assume that the granule hold times of 
the two transactions are independent and thus write: 

n 

- + -  
2 2  

RC2 - 
n L 

R,. R C 2 ’  
pGL2 = (9) 

L+- 

2 2  

Now let us consider finite communications delay R C O M .  
The effect on (8) and (9) is similar to that on (3) and (4). 
Hence, (8) and (9) now become 

- P I  

L L  

- 62 

(11)  
2 

RL P pGL2 = 
- -k + 2 R c o ~  
2 2  

Note that the 2RCoM term is only added to P 1 / 2  or P 2 / 2  
in the denominator but not in the numerator. This is due 
to the fact that the communications delay increases the 
central transaction abort rate, but does not change the rate 
at which aborts are detected at the central site. At the end 
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of the execution of a central transaction, there is still an 
R C o M  interval of update information that is in transit from 
the local sites to the central site. Furthermore, before the 
authentication request arrives at the local site, there is an- 
other RCOM interval of updates occurring at the local sites. 
The conflicts occurring in the 2 RCoM interval can only be 
found out after the authentication. 

In order to evaluate the local transaction response times, 
transaction arrivals are modeled by a Poisson process. The 
expected total local transaction response time RTL is ' ex- 
pressed in terms of its components as follows: 

R n  = RCPU.L + RIO.L + RCONTL. ( 1 2 )  
Each component will be described separately. 

+ RC"L is the total time the trans- 
action spends at the CPU, including both the CPU service 
and queueing times. The instructions executed by the 
transaction are divided into those for database calls as- 
sociated with RF"L (10 calls per transaction with 25K 
instructions per call) and those for message processing and 
transaction initiation, associated with R E F L  (150K in- 
structions per transaction). Lock requests and database 
calls are assumed to occur uniformly over this transaction 
path length, breaking the transaction into many small tasks 
of equal size, each of which has to queue and be serviced 
by the CPU. From the trace analysis the average number 
of lock requests was found to be 15 per transaction. In 
addition, each lock/unlock request entails additional pro- 
cessing (2K instructions per lock/unlock request is used 
in the model). A communication overhead of 20K instruc- 
tions is assumed equally split between sending and re- 
ceiving a message from one system to another. The aver- 
age number of database I/O's per transaction for a single 
system was found to be 11, and an overhead of 3 K  in- 
structions per I/O is used. CPU service time and queueing 
time is evaluated by modeling the CPU as an M/M/I 
queue. 

R1O.L is the amount of time spent during the transaction, 
waiting for I/O to occur. Note that for each I/O (or remote 
lock request) the processor is modeled to task switch to 
process another transaction, while suspending the execut- 
ing transaction, until the completion of the 110 (or receipt 
of a message from the remote system processing the re- 
mote lock request). Thus, 

R INPL 
R c p u , L  = 

RIO.L = tlOn10 = rlO(nlOPL + nlODB) = RlOPL -k RlODB 

where t10 is the expected time per I/O. Sufficient I/O 
bandwidth is assumed to enable the modeling of the I/O 
server as an infinite server with a load independent service 
time of 35 ms. nl0 is the expected number of I/O's per 
transaction, and consists of two kinds of I/O's. nlOPL is 
the expected number of I/O's per transaction that must 
occur for a transaction to start processing. Typically, these 
are the 110's needed to load the application program and 
the other constructs into the computer memory from disk. 
Trace analysis yielded a value of 5 for nlopL. nlODB is the 
expected number of I/O's that occur during the execution 
of the transaction. These are required to read and write 

data from disk resident databases into and from the main 
memory based database buffer, respectively. In the single 
system trace analysis, the average transaction performed 
1 1  database I/O. 

R c 0 N T . L  is the time spent in contention wait for a lock 
that is held by another transaction. The contention wait is 
estimated as 

RL COHER RHOLD PLOC.LOC F + PLOC.CEN - 2 

where N L  is the expected number of lock requests per 
transaction derived from trace analysis. P L ~ c . L o c  is the 
probability of contention on a lock request with another 
transaction that runs locally, P f g g % ! N  is the probability of 
contention on a lock request with a central transaction that 
holds locks at the local site during its authentication phase. 
The manner in which PLOc.LOc  and PE:::& are projected 
from the value measured in the trace driven simulation 
was described earlier in this section. R L / F  is the expected 
time a transaction waits if it contends with another local 
transaction for a lock, and is a function of the local trans- 
action response time. This wait time is estimated as ( R T L  

reason RIO,, and R $ z L  are subtracted from the response 
time is because the transaction does not hold any locks 
during these times. RHOldD/2 is the expected residual lock 
holding time for the centrally executing transaction during 
its authentication phase. RHOLD is the amount of time a 
central transaction holds locks at the local site, during its 
authentication phase. Substituting these estimates for 
RC0NT.L in  (12) gives the total local transaction response 
time. 

R n  = ~ i o p L  + R$%L 

- RIOpL - R INPL C P U . ~ ) / F ,  where F is estimated below. The 

R PROC 

. ( 1 4 )  + 
CPU.L + RI@DB + NLPL.0C.CENRHOLD/2 

PLOC. LOCNL 

The reciprocal in the denominator of (14) indicates the 
expansion in the response time due to lock contention wait 
and is referred to as the lock contention expansion factor 
in [ 2 5 ] .  

The factor F for the fraction of the response time that 
represents the expected waiting time is estimated as fol- 
lows. We neglect the probability of restart due to dead- 
locks. The mean wait time of a transaction that contends 
for lock is the mean remaining time of the transaction that 
it contends with. It is assumed that the transaction makes 
lock requests evenly over its execution. Thus, there are 
an equal number of transactions (including waiting and 
running transactions) that hold different numbers of locks. 
The probability of contention with a transaction is pro- 
portional to the number of locks that a transaction holds. 
Using a continuous time approximation, the mean re- 
maining time r is 

r = j' P ( ~ ) ( R  - x )  h, 
R 
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where P ( x )  is the probability of contention with a trans- 
action that has run for time x, and R is the transaction 
response time, during which the transaction holds locks. 
Using the continuous approximation that a transaction 
holds a linearly increasing number of locks with time, 
P ( x )  equals x / j t  y dy, which gives 

Jo 

Thus, F in (14) is estimated as 3. Note that if all lock 
requests are made at the beginning of the transaction then 
F equals 2 .  

The response time for the two coupled 14 MIPS sys- 
tems at 20 transactions per second and contention proba- 
bility of 0.0038 (as measured from the trace) was derived 
to be 0.65 seconds, using an equation similar to (14). In 
the approximate model, the feedback effect of the conten- 
tion probability varying with response time is estimated 
using an iteration. The transaction response time is first 
derived for the initial estimate on contention probability. 
Then the resulting response time is used to compute a new 
contention probability explained previously in this sec- 
tion. The approximate model is then run again with the 
new contention probability. The iteration is repeated until 
convergence is obtained. Only a few iterations are re- 
quired in the contention range considered. 

The total response time of the transaction running at the 
central site R T C  is derived as follows: 

R SHIP + RINPL RTC = CPUL + RCOMDLY CPUC + RIOPL 

Rc$EL is the component of the response time at the local 
site at which the transaction arrives, and includes an over- 
head to determine that the transaction is of class B (20K 
instructions) and the communications overhead to ship the 
transaction to the central site (10K at each of the local and 
central sites), and at the end of the transaction to ship the 
results back from the central site (10K at each site). 
RCoMDLY is the communications delay involved in sending 
the transaction to the central site, and that to send the 
results back to the local site. It is estimated as 2 R c o M .  

The next three terms cover the time to run a new trans- 
action, while the next to last term accounts for the ex- 
pected re-run time. Analogous to the development of the 
response time expressions for the local transaction we 
write 

Rcl = RPRoC CPU.C + RIODB + RCONT.C + TI. ( 17) 

(Note that PI  is the sum of the first three terms.) Rg$Cc 
has components for transaction and commit processing. 
The instructions to execute the transaction (for the first 
and for reruns due to aborts) are the similar to that for the 
local transaction described above. At the central site the 

two phase commit processing overhead includes a con- 
stant overhead for each phase (1.5K instructions) plus an 
overhead for each local system involved in the commit 
operation (2K instructions per system in each phase), and 
communications overhead; at each local site involved in 
the commit there is communications overhead, an over- 
head for authentication ( 2 K  instructions), and an over- 
head to update the local database. As before, an M/M/1 
model is used to estimate RC$ECc. RIODB has a component 
at the central site that is the same as that for the local 
transaction, and a component for updating the local da- 
tabase at commit time. RC0NT.C is the expected wait time 
due to contentions with the other central transactions. 
When the communication delay is small compared to the 
local transaction response time, the aborted central trans- 
action needs a back off wait time before reruns if an abort 
is detected at the distributed sites while the locks are still 
held by the local transactions. An additional wait time 
would be added to ( 17). 

We next provide an estimate for RC0NT.C.  

RCONT. C = pCEN. CENl NL I + PCEN. CEN2 NL w2 ( ) 
where wI  (respectively, w 2 )  is the expected waiting time 
for a conflict with a first run (respectively, rerun) central 
transaction and is derived below. PcEN.  C E N l ,  and PcEN. cENz. 

are estimated previously in this section, and are the lock 
contention probabilities with new and rerun transactions 
at the central site, respectively. wi can be estimated as 
follows. 

i = 1 ,  2 .  

Note that as locks are requested uniformly over the trans- 
action execution phase ( p i ) ,  the expected wait time for 
contention with a central transaction during this phase is 
p i / 3  + yi (see derivation in (15)). As ANDs( 1 - pLoc) 
N L ( p l / 2 )  is the expected number of locks held by first 
run central transaction during its execution phase (Little's 
formula) and ANDs( 1 - pLoc)NLyI  is the expected num- 
ber of locks held by first run central transaction during its 
authentication phase, and probability of contention with a 
first run central transaction during its execution phase is 
P I  / 2 / (  PI  / 2  + y I  ), given that the transaction is contend- 
ing with a central transaction in its first run. Similarly, 
the probability of contention with a first run central trans- 
action during its authentication phase is y I  /( P I  / 2  + y I  ), 
given that the transaction is contending with a central 
transaction in its first run. The expression for w I ,  the ex- 
pected waiting time for a conflict with a first run central 
transaction, follows directly from the above explanation. 
Similarly, w2 can be derived. 

Similar equations can be written for R C 2 .  The equations 
developed above have been encapsulated in an iterative 
procedure that estimates the transaction response time for 
central transactions. 

As mentioned earlier, the models for the fully distrib- 
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uted and the centralized systems is the same as that de- 
scribed in [9]. We now sketch the principal differences of 
the above model for the hybrid system from those for the 
purely distributed and centralized systems. In the purely 
distributed system, both class A and class B transactions 
run at the local sites, with class B transactions making 
remote calls to access data. Locks are assumed to be ac- 
quired at the system from which the data is obtained. 
Therefore, there are no transaction aborts, and all conten- 
tions translate to lock waits. Similar estimates to the above 
for lock contention are derived for this case. In particular, 
(1)-(5) still apply, with LOC referring to Class A trans- 
actions and CEN to Class B transactions, and p A  = 0. A 
communication overhead and delay is added for each re- 
mote access of a class B transaction. The rest of the de- 
velopment is analogous to the above. For the centralized 
system, communication overhead and delay is added to 
each class A and class B transaction for communication 
of the input to the central site, and of results back from 
the central site. All transactions are executed at the cen- 
tral site, and again (1)-(5) apply with the same interpre- 
tations as that for the purely distributed system described 
above. Again, all contentions lead to waits for the re- 
quired lock to be released with wait times estimated as for 
the hybrid system, and an analogous development is used 
to estimate overall response times. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A .  Simulation 
The protocols were simulated using a discrete event 

simulation. Simulation results are presented for a‘ 10 site 
distributed system, with each local site connected to the 
central site through a link with 200 msec communications 
delay; the central CPU has 10 MIPS while each local site 
has 1 MIPS. Transactions arrivals are Poisson processes, 
with the same arrival rate at each distributed site. The 
probability of local transactions is chosen as 0.5. Over- 
heads and pathlengths are the same as described in Sec- 
tion 111. In the simulation, a global lock space of 32K 
elements (lockspace) is used. For local transactions, each 
local site makes lock requests uniformly over one tenth of 
the lock space, while central transactions make lock re- 
quests uniformly over the entire lock space. In analyzing 
this case the constant C of Section 111-B-3, is estimated 
as C = 1 /lockspace. The model explicitly simulates lock 
contention, and waits for locked entities, queueing, and 
processing at the CPU, communications delay and over- 
head, I/O waits, aborts of central and/or local transac- 
tions, and commit processing. In the case of a contention 
that leads into a deadlock the transaction is aborted and 
all locks held are released. To reduce simulation times, 
the commit processing is simplified; specifically, I/O de- 
lays for update of the local site from the central site and 
the second commit phase are not simulated. 

We now compare results of the simulation and analysis 
for the above parameters. Fig. 2 shows the probability of 
the first abort versus total transaction rate for central 
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Fig. 2 .  Simulation and analysis estimates of abort probability. 
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Fig. 3 .  Simulation and analysis estimates of response time. 

transactions. The estimates for the simulation and analy- 
sis are very close. Fig. 3 shows the average local and 
central transaction response times versus total transaction 
rate. The difference between analysis and simulation is 
within 5 %  for processor utilizations of less than about 
60%, and is within 10% for higher utilizations. 

B. Performance Comparison 
We now present some further projections from the an- 

alytic model. We begin by illustrating the tradeoffs be- 
tween the approaches for the case of 16 geographically 
di,tributed sites. We examine the effect of changing the 
mix of transaction types (class A versus class B transac- 
tions), varying the communication delay and the trans- 
action rate. Initially we assume that strict consistency is 
required (as in the scheme described in Section 11). We 
also assume that class B transactions access data con- 
trolled by different distributed systems for each database 
ca 1 (i.e., worst case), and hence the number of systems 
in the commit processing for class B transactions equals 
the number of database calls. Later, we examine the effect 
of relaxing these assumptions. 

Fig. 4 shows the average response time versus fraction 
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Fig. 4. Response time of different approaches. 

of class A transactions (i.e., fraction of local transac- 
tions), for the different approaches. The graph is for a 
total of 80 MIPS. For the centralized system we assume 
a single large processor, while for the distributed system 
each of the 16 processors is 5 MIPS. For the hybrid sys- 
tem, the MIPS at the central site and the distributed sites 
are adjusted so as to minimize the response time, while 
constraining the total to be 80 MIPS. The optimal MIPS 
at the central and local sites for the hybrid system depend 
on the fraction of class A transactions. For example, with 
60% class A transactions, the optimal configuration has 
about 37 MIPS at the central site, and 43 MIPS distrib- 
uted among the distributed sites; with 80% class A trans- 
actions, the optimal hybrid system configuration has about 
21 MIPS at the central site and 59 MIPS distributed among 
the distributed sites. Three values for the communications 
delay are examined, where the communications delay is 
the difference in the times when a message is sent out 
from a system and when it is received by the destination 
system. We assume that this delay is the same for sending 
a message between distributed systems and between a dis- 
tributed and the central system. First consider a commu- 
nications delay of 500 ms. The chart indicates that the 
average response time for the distributed and hybrid sys- 
tems is lower than that of the centralized system if the 
fraction of class B transactions is small. For the distrib- 
uted system, if the percentage of class B transactions is 
greater than about 5%,  the average response time pro- 
jected is worse than that of the centralized system. The 
average response time of the hybrid system is better than 
that of the centralized system until the percentage of class 
B transactions is greater than about 15 % . This indicates 
that the hybrid system is significantly more stable with 
respect to the fraction of class B transactions than the fully 
distributed system. The chart also shows a similar com- 
parison for a communications delay of 200 ms. The figure 
indicates that as the communications delay decreases, the 
fraction of class B transactions at which the crossover in 
average response times occurs decreases. For a 50 ms 
communications delay (not shown in the figure), the cen- 
tralized system’s average response time is better than the 
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Fig. 5 .  MIPS required versus locality. 

distributed and hybrid systems even when all transactions 
are local. This occurs because the centralized system is 
assumed to consist of one large processor, and the larger 
communications time required by the centralized system 
is balanced by smaller processing times. As we see later, 
if the consistency requirement between local and central 
data is relaxed, the hybrid system can do substantially 
better than the centralized system over a wider range of 
parameter values. 

In Fig. 5 we examine the MIPS required to support a 
total transaction rate of 80 transactions per second, while 
providing an average response time of not more than two 
seconds. Again, for the hybrid system, the distribution of 
MIPS between the central site and distributed sites is cho- 
sen so as to minimize the average response time obtained. 
The chart shows the MIPS required versus the fraction of 
class A transactions, for different values of the commu- 
nications delay. The chart indicates that the distributed 
system is rather sensitive to the fraction of class B trans- 
actions, while the hybrid system is much less sensitive to 
this factor. Further, for larger communications delays, the 
distributed system is even more sensitive to the fraction 
of class B transactions, while the hybrid system is signif- 
icantly less sensitive to this parameter for higher values 
of the communications delay. Note, however, for very 
small fractions of class B transactions, the MIPS required 
for the distributed system is slightly less than that for the 
hybrid system. This is because the hybrid system con- 
sumes some MIPS in (asynchronously) sending update in- 
formation to the central site, and in updating replicated 
data at the central site. 

We next examine the MIPS required to support a vary- 
ing transaction rate, with an average response time bound 
of two seconds. Fig. 6 shows the MIPS required versus 
total transaction rate, assuming 25% of class B transac- 
tions. Three values of communications delay, 50, 200, 
and 500 ms, are examined. Observe that the distributed 
system is more sensitive to the communications delay than 
the hybrid system. For a small communications delay 
(e.g. 50 ms), as the transaction rate increases, the MIPS 
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Fig. 6. MIPS required versus transaction rate. 

required for the distributed system is a little lower than 
that for the hybrid system. The reason for this is that, for 
the hybrid system protocol described, some central site 
MIPS are consumed in aborts due to contention with 
transactions running at the local sites, and the transaction 
abort probability increases with the total transaction rate. 
At higher communications delays, the hybrid system has 
a lower MIPS requirement for all transaction rates. This 
is because the larger communications overheads and de- 
lays of the fully distributed system outweigh the increase 
in abort overheads and communications for the hybrid 
system. The distributed system cannot satisfy the two sec- 
ond response time bound with a communication delay of 
500 ms; hence this curve is absent from the figure. 

In Fig. 7 we examine the MIPS required as a function 
of the communications delay. The chart is for a total 
transaction rate of 80 transactions per second, 25% of 
class B transactions, and an average response time bound 
of 2 seconds and 3 seconds. Notice again, that the MIPS 
required by the hybrid system is much less sensitive to 
communications delay than that for the distributed sys- 
tem. This is because the hybrid system is able to meet the 
response time bound with fairly large communications de- 
lay, while the distributed system cannot. 

In the above charts we have assumed that for class B 
transactions, ( n  - 1 )/n of the database calls are to data 
located in systems other than the system at which the 
transaction originated. In Fig. 8, we examine the effect of 
locality of the database calls for class B transactions. The 
abscissa in this chart is the probability that a database call 
for a class B transaction is local to the originating system. 
The ordinate is the required MIPS to satisfy a 2 second 
average response time bound, for 16 sites, with a total of 
80 transactions per second, and assuming 75% class A 
transactions. The parameter is the communications delay. 
The chart indicates that when the class B transactions are 
largely local (i.e., make few calls to the remote database), 
the distributed system requires fewer MIPS than the hy- 
brid system. The cross-over point between the two ap- 
proaches depends on the communications delay. This 
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Fig. 7 .  MIPS required versus communication delay. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of locality of class B transactions. 

suggests the introduction of a third class C of transac- 
tions, for which there are few (average) remote calls per 
transaction. The hybrid system could run such class C 
transactions on the local systems (rather than shipping 
them to the central system), making remote database calls 
and doing two phase commits as in the distributed system. 
The concurrency and coherency protocol for the hybrid 
system with class C transactions is essentially the same 
as before, since for concurrency and coherency the class 
C transactions obtain local locks and are similar to the 
class A transactions for this purpose. 

We now examine the effect of relaxing the consistency 
requirement. We consider the case when a fraction of the 
transactions of each class are read only transactions. The 
parameters for the read-only transactions are assumed to 
be similar to the ordinary transactions, except that they 
have no updates and consequently have three fewer da- 
tabase calls and three fewer I/O's on the average per 
transaction. Further, we assume that a read only transac- 
tion shipped to the central site, can read data that is con- 
currently updated by a transaction running at a local sys- 
tem. Thus, the coherency control requirement is relaxed 
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and we allow a read only transaction running at the central 
site to commit without communicating with the local sites. 
In terms of contention, with the above assumption read 
only transactions do not have local-central contention. For 
the distributed system, with the above assumptions, there 
is no need for a two phase commit protocol for read only 
transactions. Fig. 9 shows the number of MIPS required 
for the distributed and hybrid systems versus the fraction 
of read-only transactions, for 16 systems with a 2 second 
response time bound, a total transaction rate of 80 trans- 
actions per second, and 75% class A transactions. For the 
hybrid system, the MIPS required for all read only trans- 
actions is approximately one-half the MIPS required for 
no read-only transaction. This is due to reduction in trans- 
action pathlength, elimination of overheads for propagat- 
ing updates at local sites to the central site, and elimina- 
tion of the coherency control protocol for class B 
transactions. In addition, the read only transactions have 
no aborts and no lock contention, further reducing the 
MIPS requirement. The MIPS requirements under the 
three communication delays, 50, 200, and 500 ms, are 
roughly the same as the fractions of read-only transactions 
vary. For the distributed system the MIPS required de- 
creases primarily due to the elimination of commit over- 
heads and delays. The effect is more pronounced for larger 
communications delays. This is because, for larger com- 
munications delays, meeting the response time constraint 
of 2 seconds becomes difficult. Still there is no curve for 
a 500 ms communications delay. Since the commit delays 
are eliminated, the response time constraint is met by al- 
lowing larger CPU portion of the response time, leading 
to a larger CPU utilization and fewer MIPS required. 

In Fig. 10 we examine the sensitivity to the base con- 
tention observed in the trace driven simulation, from 
which the contention for the above cases was derived. The 
figure shows the response time versus the fraction of class 
A transactions. The parameter is the base contention 
probability which is varied from zero to one and a half 
that observed in the traces. The hybrid system shows more 
sensitivity to the contention probability than the distrib- 
uted system. The distributed system is affected primarily 
by the communications delay, rather than by contention. 
In the hybrid system, the probability of aborts of class B 
transactions increases with contention. Even so, for rea- 
sonable variation of the base contention probability around 
that measured in the trace, the above conclusions are not 
affected. 

Next we examine the effect of varying the number of 
systems, while keeping the total transaction rate fixed. 
Fig. 11 shows the MIPS required versus the fraction of 
class A transactions, for a total of 80 transactions per sec- 
ond, an average response time constraint of 2 seconds, 
and a communications delay of 500 ms. The parameter is 
the number of distributed systems. The graph indicates 
that for the same fraction of class A transactions, there is 
a small change in the total MIPT required due to variation 
in the number of distributed systems. The MIPS increase 
for larger number of distributed systems is primarily due 
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Fig. 9. Effect of relaxed coherency control. 
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity to base contention probability. 
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Fig. I 1. Effect of all remote calls to one system. 

to the fact that more systems need to be coordinated dur- 
ing commit. However, it should be noted that generally 
speaking, the fraction of local (class A) transactions may 
decrease as the number of systems increases; precisely 
how this fraction changes will depend on the environment 
and the locality for a particular application. 

In the above, we have assumed that for class B trans- 
actions the number of systems in commit processing is the 
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number of database calls (i.e., all remote database calls 
are to different systems). In Fig. 12 we compare this with 
the best case when all remote database accesses are to the 
same system. The chart shows the MIPS required versus 
the fraction of class A transactions and is for 16 systems, 
a total transaction rate of 80 transactions per second, and 
an average response time constraint of 2 seconds. While 
the chart shows some decrease in the required MIPS for 
the hybrid case when all remote database calls are to the 
same system, it does not affect the conclusions drawn 
above. 

In Fig. 4, we had observed that as the communications 
delay decreases, the cross-over of response time for the 
hybrid and centralized approaches occurs at smaller val- 
ues of the fraction of remote transactions. We now ex- 
amine the effect of relaxed consistency requirement, and 
of all remote calls directed to the same system, on this 
comparison. Fig. 13 shows the response time versus the 
fraction of class A transactions for the centralized system 
and hybrid system, for different assumed fractions of read 
only transactions. As before, we assume that the coher- 
ency control requirement is relaxed for read-only trans- 
actions; thus, read only transactions shipped to the central 
site can read data that is concurrently updated by a trans- 
action running at a local system. The curves labeled as 
“worst case” assume that all remote calls are directed to 
different systems, while the curves labeled as “best case” 
assume that all remote calls are to the same system. The 
curves labeled as “worst case,” with no read-only trans- 
actions, are the same as those in Fig. 4, for 200 ms com- 
munications delay. The cross-over in these curves is at 
about 10% class B transactions. When all remote calls are 
to the same system (best case) with no read-only trans- 
actions, the cross-over in the curves moves to about 15% 
class B transactions. If 25% of the transactions are read- 
only, then the cross-over for the worst and best cases move 
to about 30% and 40% class B transactions respectively. 
For 50% read only transactions, the cross-over for the 
worst and best case are at about 70% and 90% class B 
transactions, respectively. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we examined a hybrid system structure 

consisting of distributed computer systems connected to a 
central computing complex. We described a protocol for 
concurrency control for transactions running at the local 
and central systems, and for maintaining coherency of data 
replicated at the central and distributed systems. The pro- 
tocol ensures consistency using a combination of optimis- 
tic and pessimistic methods. The protocol allows trans- 
actions that access purely local data at a local system to 
run at a distributed system and to commit without any 
communications to the central site. Updates at a distib- 
uted system are asynchronously propagated to the central 
site. Transactions that access nonlocal data, are shipped 
to the central site for execution. Data is replicated at the 
central and distributed sites so that transactions running 
at the central site need communicate with the distributed 
systems only at commit time, allowing for good perfor- 
mance for transactions running at the central site. In this 
manner, the hybrid system offers the advantage of distrib- 
uted systems for transactions that access local data, and 
the advantage of centralized systems for transactions that 
access nonlocal data. 

A performance model for the hybrid system was devel- 
oped. The centralized, distributed, and hybrid system ap- 
proaches were compared. It was found that the distributed 
system is very sensitive to the fraction of transactions that 
access remote data. The hybrid system is much less sen- 
sitive to the fraction of remote accesses. This effect is 
more pronounced for larger communications delays be- 
tween systems. The total MIPS required by the hybrid and 
distributed systems to satisfy a response time constraint 
was compared. This MIPS comparison depends on the 
fraction of remote access, communications delay and 
transaction rate. The distribution system requires slightly 
lower total MIPS than the hybrid system if the fraction of 
transactions with remote calls and the communications 
delay is small, but requires larger MIPS otherwise. The 
MIPS required was also compared for a varying transac- 
tion rate, at a fixed (25%) nonlocal transaction fraction; 
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the distributed system required slightly smaller MIPS at 
small communications delay, but much larger MIPS as 
the communications delay increased. The effect of relax- 
ing the consistency requirement was examined and was 
found to significantly reduce the MIPS requirement. The 
sensitivity to the (base) lock contention, and the number 
of distributed systems was examined; it was found that 
varying these parameters did not change the above con- 
clusions. In this paper we have focused on the perfor- 
mance of the hybrid system and compared it with the fully 
distributed and centralized system approaches. A com- 
parison of the reliability characteristics of these ap- 
proaches is a topic for further work. 
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